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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, the hybrid concept to use renewable electricity to produce hydrogen with an

electrolyser in combination with a battery is introduced and analysed. This hybrid system

opens the possibility to optimise operation and to increase operation times of the system

and thus to improve the techno-economic performance. To analyse the performance, a

model has been developed, which designs and operates a single or hybrid power-to-gas

system in a cost optimal manner. The underlying method is a mixed integer linear pro-

gramming (MILP) approach, which minimises total system costs. The cost optimisation

modelling is performed by a case study for a hybrid electrolyser/battery system directly

coupled with a large PV power plant without grid connection. The results show, that bat-

teries can support electrolyser operation in a reasonable way. This is however associated

with higher hydrogen production costs and not competitive compared to the installation of

additional electrolyser capacity or curtailment of electricity.

© 2017 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

The transition to renewable generation in electricity systems

is a trend in many developed and non-developed countries. In

the 2 Degree Scenario (2DS) of the International Energy

Agency, a scenario with very ambitious greenhouse gas (GHG)

reduction strategies, the global share of renewables in the

electricity generation mix increases from 22% in 2013 to 67%

by 2050 [1]. Many national energy and climate protection

strategies are even more ambitious and aim for electricity

systems with even higher shares of renewable energies.

Electricity generation by volatile renewable energy sources

(RES) is related to weather and daytime conditions and thus

can be characterized as non-dispatchable. To reach very high

shares of renewable electricity generation, the required

renewable generation capacities lead in many times of the

year to an excess supply of electricity [2e5]. Without addi-

tional measures like demand side management, electricity

export, grid extension and short as well as long-term storage

options, renewable electricity generation must be curtailed in

excess times. To cope with high excess electricity generation,

new flexible controllable consumers are discussed intensively

today. In this paper, the usage of renewable electricity for

hydrogen production via electrolysis (so-called power-to-

hydrogen) in combination with a battery system for hybrid-

isation of the electrolyser operation is introduced and

analysed.

This approach opens the possibility to use hydrogen as an

energy carrier in other sectors (e.g. transport) as well as to
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store electricity over long-term within the gas infrastructure

(e.g. by storing hydrogen in geological formations or the gas

grid). The hydrogen can be added to the gas grid until a certain

share is reached and/or it can be used directly as trans-

portation fuel or chemical feedstock. A possible further step

can be the methanation of hydrogen to synthetic natural gas/

methane, which can replace fossil natural gas in the energy

system. A detailed description of possible power-to-x con-

cepts and their variants can be found in Ref. [6].

In recent years, several concepts have been analysed and

several demonstration and pilot plants have been realised [7].

The system design depends on local conditions (e.g. grid

constrains, electricity generation characteristics) and is not in

general adaptable from one case to another. Techno-

economic power-to-gas (PtG) case studies with focus to na-

tional electricity supply scenarios have been performed e.g.

for Germany [8], Spain [9] and UK [10].

An overview and a comparative economic assessment of

different PtG system configurations are provided by Ref. [11].

Different business cases for the European countries Germany,

Spain, Sweden and Iceland are compared by Ref. [12]. In all

studies, the economic performance strongly depends on the

high costs of the electrolyser and necessary components in

combination with low operating hours of the PtG system. The

low operating hours are directly related to times of available

excess electricity generation during a year and therefore

inherent of this system configuration.

The use of the non-dispatchable renewable energy sources

wind and PV and their combination with short-/long-term

electricity storage options for off-grid and grid connected

systems (Hybrid Renewable energy system, HRES) are subject

to many publications. Thermodynamic, electric, electro-

chemical and mathematical simulations of HRES and their

components for power-to-power applications in standalone

or grid connected system designs are conducted e.g. in Refs.

[13e18]. The optimisation of technical parameters, compo-

nents and system design, with and without battery applica-

tion including methodical aspects are described in Refs.

[19e23]. Results of HRES demonstration sites with PV in-

stallations for residential applications can be found for

instance in Refs. [24] and [25]. A demonstrator of a hydrogen

refuelling system based on PV for passenger cars is described

in Ref. [26]. A standalone HRES in China [27] shows results for

local electricity supply. An island system in Turkey is analysed

Nomenclature

AnFac annuity factor

AVAIely average availability of the electrolyser ely

bat index for batteries

bi and ci segmentation points for linear approximation of

electrolyser's part load behaviour

Binoff,ely,t binary variable indicating the electrolyser ely

being off in hour t

BinNonExi,ely,t binary variable indicating the electrolyser ely

does not exist in hour t

Binseg(i),ely,t binary variable indicating the state of the

electrolyser ely in hour t in segment i

CAPely capacity of the electrolyser ely

comp index for compressors

Ebat energy of the battery bat

Econcomp,t specific energy consumption of the compressor

comp in hour t

EINVbat energy related investment of the battery bat

ely index for electrolysers

FacElecUse share of feed-in electricity to be used

FCOSFac factor for fixed costs

FICostt costs of feed-in electricity in hour t

FIUbat,t feed-in electricity used in the battery bat in hour t

FIUely,t feed-in electricity used in the electrolyser ely in

hour t

FIUseg(i),ely,t feed-in electricity used in segment i in the

electrolyser ely in hour t

FIUoff,ely,t feed-in electricity used in the electrolyser ely in

the off state in hour t

GCVH2 gross calorific value of hydrogen ¼ 3.54 kWh/Nm3

GRADseg(i),ely gradient of segment i of the electrolyser ely

H2Costt hydrogen costs in hour t

H2Prodely,t hydrogen produced in the electrolyser ely in

hour t

i index for number of segments

INVcomp investment of the compressor comp

INVely investment of the electrolyser ely

LBalbat,t load balance of battery bat in hour t

Linbat,t electricity charged into the battery bat in hour t

LoadMinely minimum load of the electrolyser ely

Loutbat,t electricitydischarged fromthebatterybat inhour t

hbat round-trip efficiency of the battery bat

ParFIMaxt maximum feed-in electricity in hour t

ParFIUMaxely maximum feed-in electricity used in the

electrolyser ely

ParFIUMaxseg(i),ely maximum feed-in electricity used in the

electrolyser ely in segment i

ParFIUMinely minimum feed-in electricity used in the

electrolyser ely

ParH2ProdMaxely maximum hydrogen production of the

electrolyser ely

ParH2ProdMaxseg(i),ely maximum hydrogen production of

the electrolyser ely in segment i

ParH2ProdMinely minimum hydrogen production of the

electrolyser ely

Pbat power of the battery bat

Pcomp power of the compressor comp

PINVbat power related investment of the battery bat

Seg(i) index for segment i to approximate the part load

behaviour of electrolysers

SpecEconSysely specific energy consumption of the

hydrogen producing system with the

electrolyser ely

t index for hours

tt index for hours

T periods per year

VCOSely variable costs of the electrolyser ely
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